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Executive summary
PicCollage is an app to create amazing photo collages with custom stickers, fonts, background that
makes creating collages a creative experience. It’s biggest revenue streams comes from In-app purchase
where users could pay to remove watermark, add custom stickers, and backgrounds. Also the have popup
ads; but because ads strategy is implemented different for Android and IOS users in this project the model
is not using features extracted from ads behavior and the scope of the model proposed is directly extracted
from the behavior when users create their first collage.
PicCollage strategy to increase revenue from in-app purchase is targeting users that are more likely to
make a purchase or offering promotions to users that are not likely to make a purchase and considering
that most of the users that make a purchase they do it in the first collages. Therefore, in this project,
“Predicting PicCollage user’s first purchase probability for targeted promotions” the goal is to rank users
that are more likely to make a first purchase when they create their first collage.
The dataset came from PicCollage, it contains the events(click, open_page, create_collage,etc) of
September, 2017 and only new users. In total the data has 38,748,087 session of new users and 44 events
triggered. The sample dataset we used for building our model is columns from user dimension and 79
derived variables from event data. Using users’ behavior from first open the app to first collage save to
predict if that user will make a first purchase after that. Partitioning the data into training data, validation
data, and test data, and using oversampling to deal with the imbalanced data.
Logistic regression, decision tree, random forest, boosted tree were included as our predictive
models. Decision trees are easy to interpret and are capable of giving insights about the important
features; random forest and boosted tree are improved version of decision tree, which can produce really
good and robust predictions. Models mentioned above were implemented and their performances were
compared based on top 10% decile lift chart, which is created to test the model’s ability to predict the top
10% of first purchase user. From the performance evaluation, boosted tree produced the best results. By
using boosted tree model, it will get 1.78 times of first purchase users than randomly send promotion
message to all users.
The recommendations for PicCollage is to use the model of boosted tree and oversampling for
offering bundles/ discount to users that have a high probability of making a first purchase. For the date, in
this predicting the data we are using is missing the October purchase; therefore, it should be more
accurate if we add more data for purchase. In addition, to collect events Data per user for their days full
history. Moreover, for variables, getting user information might help to predict first purchase earlier.

I.

Problem Description
Business Goal
Our dataset came from our shareholder PicCollage. PicCollage wants to know more about
what trigger their users to make the first purchase. And might apply different strategy to different
group, for example sending different promotion to encourage users to purchase. However, the
shortcoming now for PicCollage targeted promotions is hindered by the limited users’
demographic data. So our business goal is to target users that are likely to make a first purchase
for the purpose of sending personalize promotion message. The benefit of this is to create an
effective marketing campaign for targeted segment. Nevertheless, depending on the type of
marketing strategy PicCollage uses with the prediction, can possibly antagonize a user whose
intention is not to many a purchase.
Data Mining Goal
Our data mining goal is ranking the user’s with high probability of making a first purchase
when they create their first collage. This is a predictive, forward-looking, and supervised task,
since the model is trained on the previous records and predict the probability of making the first
purchase when new users that had at least create a first purchase come in. The main outcome
variable is the “binary for first purchase (1/0).”
The method we used are logistic regression, decision tree, random forest, boosted tree, and
we use oversampling to deal with the imbalanced data. For performance evaluation, we use Lift
chart, Decile lift chart, Sensitivity, and Specificity to evaluate our results, in order to find the
best-performing model. But our main performance evaluation is the top 10% of decile lift chart.

II.

Data Description
The raw dataset is new user’ app events for the month of September of 2017 from
PicCollage’s database, containing 38,748,087 rows and 44 columns. The app event data is
comprised of user dimensions and user events. The user dimensions include their device
information, geographical information, app information and the time they first opened the app.
The event dimensions include all the event names and data about when a user triggered such
event. The sample dataset we used for building our model is columns from user dimension
(app_instance_id, device_category, geo_conienet, first_open_time in DayofWeek) and 79 derived
variables from event data. (Completed variables description please see Table A1.) And the total
rows is 32,810. The figure 1 below is a screenshot of the dataset for only a couple of samples.

In our dataset, we only use the events before first collage save as our derived variables. As
the timeline above, we want to use users’ behavior from first open the app to first collage save to
predict if that user will make a first purchase after that. Figure A2 shows the trade-off incurred,
by using the first collage a user saves, as predicting factor.

Figure 1. Screenshot of final used dataset

III.

Brief Data Preparation Details

The dataset first is in json structure and each row is by session (open the app to close the
app), so we first extract the sample dataset from database and make it into two tables —
user_info and events_info1. Then, we build a mysql database to filter data by user, and filter
those users’ events before first purchase and first collage save. After that, we create 79 derived
variables from event_info table, and add them to user_info to make our sample dataset.
Last, we deal with the missing value. The only missing value is geo_continent. We use
column u
 ser_default_language to trace back the continent (using Mode). We partition the data
into training dde＿ata, validation data, and test data, and using oversampling to deal with the
imbalanced data, which illustrated in Figure A3.
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Data Mining Solutions
Benchmark： naive , using the most popular class “0” .
Logistic Regression
We use stepwise for our variables selection. It comes out 12 predictors, which are
num_events, create_collage_empty, num_background_try, num_frame_try,
avg_of_image_export, avg_photo_facebook, remix_cat_Back_to_School, remix_cat_Congrats,
remix_cat_Just_for_Fun, remix_cat_Labor_Day_Weekend, font_Roboto_BlackItalic,
create_collage_grid, Login.
The summary report and performance are illustrated in Figure A4.
Decision Tree
Decision tree can automatically select the best predictors for us. Also, can see which
predictor is significant to the outcome. Figure A5 shows the decision tree diagram. Figure A6
shows the summary report & performance evaluation.

“Pico Extractor” project is a parser to get the predictors https://github.com/eduardo-salazar/pico_extractor
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Random Forest
Since our sample size is not big, different seed set would come out different single tree
results. Random Forest can help solve this problem. From Figure A7 can see that it has a better
performance than decision tree. We also try random forest without oversampling, which is
illustrated in Figure A8. Can see random forest with oversampling performs better than one
without oversampling.
Boosted Tree
When random forest has a well performance, we expected boosted tree would have a
better performance than random forest. This time, we also look at variables’ relative influence,
which is illustrated in Figure A9-1 and Figure A9-2. Boosted tree summary report and
performance evaluation show in Figure A10.
Performance evaluation
Our main performance standard is top 10% decile lift chart, which shows below. From the
lift chart Random forest and boosted tree’s curve are very close, so we restored the model to the
top 10% decile lift chart. In Figure 2 below, Boosted tree has the highest around 1.78 times better
than using random forest . In Figure A11, can see their sensitivity and specificity are similar.

Figure 2. Lift chart and top 10% Decile lift chart

V.

Conclusion

In this study, we applied different data mining methods to filter out the most likely users that will
make the first purchase. After evaluating our solutions with top 10% decile lift curves, we suggested that
boosted tree showed the best results. The followings are some operational and data collecting
recommendations:
1. Due to the unbalanced dataset and ranking goal, we suggest to adopt over-sampling.
2. Limitation: The dataset we are using now is missing the purchase in October. Better to collect
events data per user for their 30 days full history.
3. Variables recommendation: Getting more demographic user data can help predict first purchase
behavior earlier. From our boosted tree variables relative influence results,  avg_photo_library
and avg_image_export have very high influence on model. If can get more relative params value,
such as number of photos in library, may bring about improvements in predictions.
4. Offering bundles/discount to users that have a high probability of making a first purchase.

Appendix
Table A1 variables Description
Column

Data Type

How to get it

UserId

number

User App instance ID

country

categorical

country column from user file

first_open_DOW
Login

categorical
1: Sunday ~ 7: Saturday
binary(login:1/Notlogin: (Not login or login) from all collages
0)
Heartbeat – CBAuth logged in

purchase_watermark

number

count event
Purchased_Product AND type=watermark

purchase_sticker

number

count event
Purchased_Product AND type=sticker

purchase_background

number

count event
Purchased_Product AND type=background

first_purchase

use column
binary(purchase:1/non- purchase_watermark,purchase_sticker,ppurcjase_background to
purchase:0)
create binary outcome

create_collage_empty

number

Count event : Tap_create_collage_empty_collage

create_collage_grid

number

Count event : Create screen - tap grid icon

create_collage_remix
remix_cat_Autumn

number
number

Count event : Create screen - tap remix button
Count : Remix collage AND category=Autumn

remix_cat_Baby

number

Count : Remix collage AND category=Baby

remix_cat_Back to School
remix_cat_Causes
remix_cat_Congrats
remix_cat_Everyday Life

number
number
number
number

Count : Remix collage AND category=Back to School
Count : Remix collage AND category=Causes
Count : Remix collage AND category=Congrats
Count : Remix collage AND category=Everyday Life

remix_cat_Family
remix_cat_Fashion
remix_cat_Featured
remix_cat_For Dad

number
number
number
number

Count: Remix collage AND category=Family
Count : Remix collage AND category=Fashion
Count : Remix collage AND category=Featured
Count : Remix collage AND category=For Dad

remix_cat_For Mom

number

Count : Remix collage AND category=For Mom

remix_cat_Get Together
remix_cat_Get Well
remix_cat_Happy Birthday
remix_cat_Just for Fun
remix_cat_Labor Day Weekend

number
number
number
number
number

Count : Remix collage AND category=Get Together
Count : Remix collage AND category=Get Well
Count : Remix collage AND category=Happy Birthday
Count : Remix collage AND category=Just for Fun
Count : Remix collage AND category=Labor Day Weekend

remix_cat_Love
remix_cat_phone case
remix_cat_Summer
remix_cat_Thank You
remix_cat_Wedding

number
number
number
number
number

Count : Remix collage AND category=Love
Count : Remix collage AND category=phone case
Count : Remix collage AND category=Summer
Count : Remix collage AND category=Thank You
Count : Remix collage AND category=Wedding

avg_photo_library

number

Average event
Add photo AND from=Photo Library AND num_of_image=2}

avg_photo_facebook

number

Average event
Add photo AND from=Facebook Photo Picker AND
num_of_image=2}

avg_photo_instagram

number

Average event
Add photo AND from=Instagram Picker AND num_of_image=2}

num_photo_web

number

avg_stickers

number

count event
Add_Photos___Image_from_Web
Avg sticker grouped by collage
Count: Add_sticker_from_bundle
avergae by (Save_collage) to find Avg sticker grouped by collage

font_.SFUIDisplay
font_Baskervile
font_DawningofaNewDay
font_HudsonNY
font_Impact

number

font_KingBasil-Regular

count event
Text editor-finish font AND font_name=Andale (top 8 used font
type)

font_MuseoSlabW01-700
font_Pacifico-Regular
font_Roboto-BlackItalic
font_ThirstyRoughReg
num_share_Facebook

number

Count Event : Share menu options- FB

num_share_Instagram

number

Count Event : Share menu options- Instagram

num_share_Library

number

Count Event : Share menu options- save to library

num_share_PicCollage

number

Count Event: Share menu options- PicCollage

num_share_message
num_share_Twitter
num_share_copy_link

number
number
number

Count Event : Share menu options- message
Count Event : Share menu options- Twitter
Count Event : Share menu options- copy_link

num_share_Others

number

Count Event : Share menu options- Others

num_share_FBmessage
num_share_email
num_share_kiteHP

number
number
number

Count Event : Share_menu_optoins___FB_Messenge
Count Event : Share menu options- email
Count Event : Share menu options- kiteHP

num_back_photo_icon_click
num_back_search_icon_click
num_background_try
doodle_stroke_count

number
number
number

Count Event : Background_picker__tap_photo_icon
Count Event : Background_picker__tap_search_icon
Count Event : Select URL background

number

AVG Event : Doodle editor-finish doodle AND stroke_count=2

num_frame_try
num_clip
avg_scrap_collage_save

number
number
number

Count Event : Picked grid
Count Event : Clip_picker___done_button_presse
AVG event : Scrap_number_in_collage AND number=7

total_num_collage_save

number

Count Event : Save_collage

num_of_sticker_export

number

Count event and AVG by collage
Collage editor-export button AND num_of_stickers=2

type_of_background_export

categorical

Most frequent type from all collages
Collage editor-export button AND background_type=bundled

avg_of_image_export

number

Count event and AVG by collage
Collage editor-export button AND num_of_image_scraps=2

avg_of_text_export

number

Count event and AVG by collage
Collage editor-export button AND num_of_texts=2

avg_of_doodle_export

number

Count event and AVG by collage
Collage editor-export button AND num_of_doodle=2

type_of_collage_export_freedom categorical

Most frequent type from all collages
Collage_editor___export_buttonAND collage_style=freeform

type_of_collage_export_freedom categorical

Most frequent type from all collages
Collage_editor___export_button AND collage_style=grid

type_of_collage_export_freedom categorical

Most frequent type from all collages
Collage_editor___export_button AND collage_style=template

Sticker_store__buy_sticker_free

number

Count event :Sticker_store___buy_sticker AND type=Sticker - free

num_sticker_try

number

Count event : Sticker_picker___preview_sticker

num_event

number

Count event before one collage

Figure A2 This is a small sample 12,294 users, including 9899 non-purchased users and 2395
purchased users. This graph shows the full history before first purchase. Can see some users didn’t
save any collage before they make the first purchase. The trade-off of waiting users for at least
creating one collage is losing those users don’t save any collage before purchase.

Figure A3 Partition

Figure A4 Logistic Regression summary report & performance evaluation

Figure A5 Decision Tree diagram

Figure A6 Decision Tree summary report & performance evaluation

Figure A7 Random forest (with over-sampling) summary report & performance evaluation

Figure A8 Random forest (without over-sampling) summary report & performance evaluation

Figure A9-1 Variables’ relative influence

Figure A9-2 Variables’ relative influence
Can see avg_photo_library and avg_image_export has very high influence in boosted tree.

Figure A10 Boosted tree summary report & performance evaluation

Figure A11 Sensitivity and Specificity performance

